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ABSTRACT
The paper presents a novel approach to detect pornographic images. At the pre-processing
step, we propose to use the Scale-invariant feature transform method (SIFT) which is locally
based on the appearance of the object at particular interest points, invariant to image scale,
rotation and also robust to changes in illumination, noise, occlusion. And then, the representation
of the image that we use for classification is the bag-of-visual-words (BoVW), which is
constructed from the local descriptors and the counting of the occurrence of visual words in a
histogram like fashion. The pre-processing step brings out datasets with a very large number of
dimensions. And then, we propose a new algorithm called Arcx4 of random multinomial naive
Bayes (Arcx4-rMNB) that is suited for classifying very-high-dimensional datasets. We do setup
experiment with two real datasets to evaluate performances. Our approach has achieved an
accuracy of 91.75% for a small dataset and 87.93% for other large one.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since Internet grows quickly, people benefit more and more from the sharing of information. Thus, pornography increases rapidly and is one of the highly distributed information
over web. It may be harmful to children. Therefore protecting our kids from exposure to
pornographic images is a very pressing issue in the real world. Due to this aims, the researchers
study the approaches for the recognition of pornographic images, i.e. learning image content to
detect pornographic images.
There two major approaches to detect pornographic images. The first one is based on the
detection of skin color pixels, skin texture and color histograms [6 - 8, 19, 24] and faces [10],
body shape [22]. These systems use neural networks, support vector machines [21] or random
forests [3] for learning to classify pornographic images. However, the first approach does not
achieve a high accuracy. Recently, the second one [5, 12] is based on the Scale-invariant feature
transform method (SIFT [13]) and the bag-of-visual-words (BoVW) models (initially proposed
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by [1] for texture classification). An image is represented by a set of visual words, which are
obtained by clustering local descriptors. The pre-processing step brings out datasets with a very
large number of dimensions (e.g. 2000 dimensions or visual words). And then, support vector
machines [21] are usually suited for classifying this kind of data. This approach usually
outperforms the first one.
In this paper, we also propose to use the SIFT and the BoVW model for representing
images, furthermore we investigate a new machine learning algorithm called Arcx4 of random
multinomial naive Bayes (Arcx4-rMNB) for classifying pornographic images. Our Arcx4-rMNB
algorithm uses Arcx4 approach [2] to constructs sequentially k random multinomial naive Bayes
so that each weak classifier (i.e. random multinomial naive Bayes) concentrates mostly on the
errors produced by the previous ones. Furthermore, we propose to use random subset features to
estimate class probabilities of multinomial naive Bayes. Thus this idea increases noise
robustness of multinomial naive Bayes. Therefore, the ArcX4-rMNB can deal with very-highdimensional dataset (many input features with each one containing only a small amount of
information) like the image representation using BoVW models. The numerical test results on
two real datasets of images showed that our proposal has achieved an accuracy of 91.75% for a
small dataset and 87.93% for other large one. Our Arcx4-rMNB algorithm outperforms the stateof-the-art algorithms including decision tree C4.5 [17], random forest of CART (RF-CART [3]),
AdaBoost of C4.5 [9]. In comparison with SVM [21], our Arcx4-rMNB outperforms SVM in
terms of correctness rate of porno but SVM gives best results in terms of correctness rate of non
— porno.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the image representation using the
SIFT and the BoVW model. Section 3 briefly introduces multinomial naive Bayes and our
Arcx4-rMNB algorithm for classification of very-high-dimensional datasets. The experimental
results are presented in Section 4. We then conclude in Section 5.
2. SIFT AND BAG-OF-VISUAL-WORDS MODEL

Figure 1. Interest points detected by Hessian-Afﬁne detector
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We start with the pre-processing step. The image features are extracted by the Scaleinvariant feature transform method (SIFT [13]) which is locally based on the appear¬ance of the
object at particular interest points, invariant to image scale, rotation and also robust to changes in
illumination, noise, occlusion. Local descriptors in an im¬age are also computed in two stages:
we first detect the interest points in the image.
These points are either maximums of Laplace of Gaussian, or 3D local extremes of
Difference of Gaussian [14], or the points detected by a Hessian-Affine detector [16]. Figure 1
shows some interest points detected by a Hessian-Affine detector.
The descriptor of interest points is then computed on gray level gradient of the region
around the point. The scalable invariant feature transform descriptor, SIFT [13] is often
preferred. Each SIFT descriptor is a 128-dimensional vector. An example of SIFT is shown in
figure 2.
The next step is to form visual words from the local descriptors computed in the previous
step. Most of works perform a k-means [15] on descriptors and take the averages of each cluster
as visual word [1, 5, 12]. After building the visual vocabulary, each descriptor is assigned to the
nearest cluster. For this ends, we com-pute, in R128, distances from each descriptor to the
representatives of previously defined clusters. Thus, an image is characterized by the frequency
of its descriptors and the image corpora will be represented in the form of a contingency table
crossing images and clusters (visual words). Figure 3 describes the BoVW model for
representing images.
The pre-processing steps bring out datasets with a very large number of dimensions (e.g.
3000 visual words with many input features with each one containing only a small amount of
information).

Figure 2. SIFT descriptor computed from the region around the interpret point (the circle):
gradient of the image (left), descriptor of the interest point (right)
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Figure 3. Bag-of-Visual-Words model for representing images

3. ARCX4 OF RANDOM MULTINOMIAL NAIVE BAYES (ARCX4-RMNB)
The image representation as bags of visual words is considered as a text categorization tasks
using the bag-of-words model. There are many machine learning algorithms for this problem
[20]. Due to the simplicity, the multinomial naive Bayes algorithm [11] is frequently used for
text classification tasks.
3.1. Multinomial naive Bayes (MNB)
Let us considered a classification task using the training set of documents be denoted by
T with N different words and C classes. The MNB algorithm assigns a test document ti to the
class be having the highest probability P(c | ti ) using Bayes’ rule, is given by:

P(c | ti ) 

P(c) P(ti | c)
P(ti )

c C

(1)

The class prior probability P(c) is easy to be estimated by dividing the number of
documents of class c by the training set size. Note that P(ti ) is unchanged while computing
class probabilities for every class. Therefore, P(ti ) can be ignored without any change in
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results. The probability of obtaining a document like ti in class c , P(ti | c) is estimated as
follows:

P( wn | c) fni
P(ti | c)  (  f ni )! 
f ni !
n
n

(2)

where f ni is the frequency of word wn in test document ti and the probability of word wn
given class c , P( wn | c) is estimated by dividing the frequency of word wn in the training
documents of class c by the total count of every words in the training documents belonging to
class c . Due to the computational expensive terms (  f ni )! and  f ni ! in equation 2, P(ti | c)
n

n

is estimated by suppressing them without any change in results.
MNB algorithm is computationally very efficient and easy to implement. It achieves good
results for text classification tasks [11]. However, this algorithm does not give good
performances compared with others ones, e.g. SVM [21] while dealing with very-highdimensional datasets (many input features with each one containing only a small amount of
information), typically the image representation using BoVW models.
3.2. Arcx4 of multinomial naive Bayes (Arcx4-rMNB)
Our investigation aims at improving classification results of MNB for very-highdimensional cases. We propose a new learning algorithm, called Arcx4 of random multinomial
naive Bayes (Arcx4-rMNB) that is suited for classifying this kind of data. Our Arcx4-rMNB
algorithm uses Arcx4 approach [2] to constructs sequentially k random multinomial naive Bayes
(rMNB) so that each weak classifier (i.e. rMNB) tries to focus mostly on the errors produced by
the previous ones.
Since the nineties the machine learning community studies how to combine multiple weak
classifiers into a strong ensemble-based model that is more accurate than a single one. The
purpose of ensemble classifiers is to reduce the variance and/or the bias in learning algorithms.
Bias is the systematic error term (independent of the learning sample) and variance is the error
due to the variability of the model with respect to the learning sample randomness. Boosting
(AdaBoost) proposed by [9] and Arcing (Arcx4) proposed by [2] aim at simultaneously reducing
the bias and the variance.
Arcx4 algorithm calls repeatedly a given weak or base learning (e.g. decision trees, MNB)
algorithm k times so that each iterative step concentrates mostly on the errors produced by the
previous steps. For achieving this goal, it needs to maintain a distribution weights over the
training datapoints. Initially, all weights are set equally and at each iterative step the weights of
misclassified datapoints are increased so that the weak learner is forced to focus on the hard
examples in the training set. The final model uses a majority vote of k weak classifiers.


Initialize: distribution
d 0 (i ) 

1
trainsize

 For k th step
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1. sampling S k is based on d k 1
2. training rMNB k model from S k , using random subset features
(N'

N original features) to estimate class probabilities.

3. updating distribution
d k (i ) 

(1  m(i )4 )
trainsize



(1  m( p )4 )

p 1

where m(i ) is the number of misclassifications of the ith datapoint by

rMNB1, rMNB2 ,, rMNBk
 Prediction of a new datapoint x: majority vote among outputs

rMNB1 ( x), rMNB2 ( x),, rMNBk ( x )
Alternately, our Arcx4-rMNB uses rMNB algorithm as a weak classifier at each iterative
step. Furthermore, we propose to use random subset features ( N '  N original features) to
estimate class probabilities of MNB. This idea increases noise robustness of MNB [3].
Therefore, the ArcX4-rMNB can deal with classification tasks be having many input features
with each one containing only a small amount of information.
4. NUMERICAL TEST RESULTS
We are interested in the accuracy of the new proposal (BoVW and Arcx4-rMNB) for
pornographic images classification system. We here report the comparisons of the performance
obtained by Arcx4-rMNB and the state-of-the-art algorithms, including MNB, SVM [21],
decision tree C4.5 [17], AdaBoost of C4.5 (AdaBoost-C4.5 [9]) and random forests (RF-CART
[3]). In order to evaluate performance for classification tasks, we have implemented Arcx4rMNB and MNB in C/C++. We also use the highly efficient standard SVM algorithm LibSVM
[4]. The rest are implemented in Weka library [23].
4.1. Experimental results
We do setup experiment with two real datasets1 for comparative studies. We have created
the first dataset be having 1414 images and the second large one be having 14971 images in two
classes (porno and non - porn), described in table 1. Non-pornographic images are collected
from the video frames of TF1 Channel in France, the advertisements of underwear (e.g.
Triumph) and the auto exposition. Some examples of images are represented in figure 4.

1

Datasets available to Researchers only upon request by email (dtnghi@cit.ctu.edu.vn)
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Table 1. Description of two pornographic image datasets

ID

Datasets

#porno images

#non-porno images

1

Small base

484

930

2

Large base

6944

8027

Figure 4. Examples of pornographic (left) and non-pornographic (right) images

Due to the BoVW model for representing images, we used also the Hessian- Affine SIFT
detector implemented by Mikolajczyk and Schmid [16] to extract local descriptors which are
grouped into 3000 clusters (visual words) with k-means algorithm. After building the visual
vocabulary, the representation of the image that we use for classification is the (BoVW) model
which is constructed from the local descriptors and the counting of the occurrence of visual
words in a histogram like fashion. The pre-processing step brings out two datasets (table) with
1414 dat- apoints and 14971 datapoints in 3000 dimensions respectively. We remark that we
tried to vary the number of clusters (visual words from 1000 to 50000) for finding the best
experimental results. And then, we obtained accurate models with 3000 visual words and it
seems that the results are unchanged while increasing the number of visual words over 3000.
The performance of the classification algorithms is compared in terms of correctness rate for
each class (true positive - TP, true negative - TN), F1-measure and accuracy [18]. The precision
for a class (i.e. porno) is the number of datapoints correctly labeled as belonging to the class
divided by the total number of datapoints labeled as belonging to the class. The recall for a class
is the number of datapoints correctly labeled as belonging to the class divided by the total
number of elements that actually belong to the class. The F1-measure is a synthesis of the
precision and the recall, which is defined as the harmonic mean of these both quantities. The ac19
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curacy is the number of datapoints correctly labeled divided by the total number of elements of
the dataset.
We propose to use the test protocol called hold-out as follows: The dataset is randomly
partitioned into a training set (be having 2/3 dataset) and a testing set (the remaining). We used
the training set to tune the parameters of the algorithms including Arcx4-rMNB, AdaBoost-C4.5,
RF-CART, LibSVM for obtaining a good accuracy in the learning phase. Then the obtained
model is evaluated on the testing set. The process is then repeated 3 times. The results are then
averaged to produce the final result. We tried to use different kernel functions of the SVM
algorithm, including a polynomial function of degree d , a RBF (RBF kernel of two datapoints
xi , x j , K[i, j ]  exp(  ‖ xi  x j‖ 2 )) . Thus, the SVM algorithm using the RBF kernel
(with   0.0002 ) gives the best results. Arcx4-rMNB learns 200 weak classifiers (rMNB)
using randomly 300 dimensions for estimating class probabilities. RF-CART builds 200 trees
using randomly 300 dimensions for performing multivariate node splitting. AdaBoost-C4.5 also
performs classification tasks using 200 trees.
Table 2. Classification results on two pornography image datasets

The main results are showed in table 2. The best results are bold faces and the second ones
are underlined. The plot charts in figure 5 and figure 6 visualize the classification results in
terms of precision, recall, F1, accuracy, TP rate and TN rate.
In comparison of classification results obtained by Arcx4-rMNB facing the state- of-the-art
algorithms, our Arcx4-rMNB outperforms MNB, C4.5 [17], RF-CART [3], AdaBoost of C4.5
[9], in terms of correctness rate of porno detection, F1 measure and accuracy.
For a more detailed assessment of the performance obtained by Arcx4-rMNB facing
LibSVM. Our Arcx4-rMNB detects more accurate of pornographic images but makes more false
alarm than LibSVM. Therefore, our Arcx4-rMNB outperforms LibSVM in terms of correctness
rate of porno but LibSVM gives best results in terms of correctness rate of non  porno , F1measure and accuracy.
With these classification results, we believe that the Arcx4-rMNB achieves good
performances while comparing with the state-of-the-art classifier algorithms.
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Figure 5. Classification results on small dataset

Figure 6. Classiﬁcation results on large dataset
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We presented a novel approach that achieves high performances for classification tasks of
pornographic images. The main idea is inspired from the bag-of-visual- words (BoVW) model
and Arcx4 of random multinomial naive Bayes (Arcx4- rMNB) algorithm. The representation of
the image is constructed from the local descriptors obtained by the Hessian-Affine SIFT detector
and the counting of the occurrence of visual words. The representation of the image based on the
BoVW model brings out very-high-dimensional datasets. And then, we propose a new learning
algorithm Arcx4-rMNB that is suited for classifying very-high-dimensional datasets, including
the pornographic image representation using BoVW models. The numerical test results on two
real datasets of images showed that our proposal has achieved an accuracy of 91.75% for a small
dataset and 87.93% for other large one. Our Arcx4-rMNB algorithm outperforms the state-ofthe-art algorithms including decision tree C4.5 [17], random forest of CART (RF-CART [3]),
AdaBoost of C4.5 [9]. Our Arcx4-rMNB detects more accurate of pornographic images but
makes more false alarm than SVM [21]. These results showed that our proposal (the BoVW
model and the Arcx4-rMNB algorithm) achieves a high accurate compared with related works
[7, 8, 5, 6, 10, 24].
In the future, we intend to apply this approach into pornographic video classification tasks.
In addition, our proposal is very efficient and it can be parallelized. A parallel implementation
that exploits the multicore processors can greatly speed up the learning tasks.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank to Minh-Trung Nguyen and Nguyen-Khang
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